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Résumé
 

Maurice Denis (1870-1943), key artistic figure of the late 19th and first half of the 20th centuries, was a
multi-talented artist who worked as a painter, decorator, theoretician and illustrator. He was very
prolific and he left behind a considerable number of works, including nearly three hundred prints in his
own hand, and almost a thousand engravings made by others based on his drawings. Many of these
were intended to decorate literary, religious or historical texts. Dozens of illustrated books were
published throughout his entire career. They are representative of the evolution of his pictorial
production, from his early symbolist works to his final religious creations.

As well as examining the mechanics of the illustrated book production process, set in the context of the
artist's life and work, this thesis explores in depth Denis's relationships with the publishers and
collaborators who helped to shape his status as an illustrator. This was the result of significant
connections he made, with Jacques Beltrand (1874-1977), a wood engraver who was nearly the
exclusive interpreter of Denis, but above all with Gabriel Thomas (1854-1932), a bibliophile and patron
of the arts, whose combined action enabled the creation of some of his most notable editions. This
study, based on a great amount of documents mostly held in private collections (including hundreds of
letters and preparatory sketches), provides a new perspective on Denis's illustrative practice and
examines the human and material conditions under which his books were conceived. 
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